**CAPABILITIES**

- **Height Adjustment**: 8” total (3” above track to 5” below)
- **Tilt Adjustment**: 20° negative to 10° positive
- **Track Lengths**: 21” L (standard) 11” L (for limited space)
- **Swivel at Mechanism**: 360°
- **Warranty**: 5 years

**FEATURES**

- Easy lift and release height adjustment mechanism gives you 8” of adjustment without need for levers or knobs, and wheel tilt adjustment allows for both negative and positive platform tilt
- Wide keyboard platform is large enough to hold both your keyboard and mouse on the same surface
- Includes removable foam palm support, as well as an integrated foam mousing surface and mouse cord manager that can be easily switched for ambidextrous mousing
- American-made durable steel track and mechanism and slim phenolic platform meet or exceed ANSI / BIFMA standards